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1 Globalization, garbage, and the 
urban environment

Christoph Lindner and Miriam Meissner

Global cities and garbage

Garbage is increasingly central to contemporary globalization debates. An online 
search for the phrase ‘global garbage’ produces results such as ‘global garbage 
crisis’, ‘global garbage detection’, ‘global garbage management’, ‘global 
garbage summit’, and many more. Garbage has become a global concern. It is 
implicated in the transnational flow of goods, people, capital, data, and images 
that thinkers like Arjun Appadurai (1996) consider constitutive of globalization. 
However, in contrast to these forms of flow, garbage can also circulate globally 
in other, less obvious ways. For instance, garbage can circulate involuntarily, as 
alarming ecological reports on the many tons of plastic debris drifting around the 
world’s oceans reveal (Derraik 2002). It can circulate for the sake of elimination, 
as in international garbage management and disposal programmes. Or it can 
even circulate as a commodity in its own right in a transnational ‘second order 
market’, where garbage is bought and sold for recycling or the extraction of raw 
materials.
 Cities play a central role in this context. The average urban resident report-
edly produces around four times as much solid waste as a person living in the 
countryside (Hoornweg et al. 2013: 616). Consequently, with more than half of 
the world’s population already living in cities (United Nations 2014), urban 
population growth is expected to outpace waste reduction efforts in the near 
future (Hoornweg et al. 2013). For this very practical and urgent reason, cities 
also form key sites for experimentation with new strategies of waste manage-
ment – as in the case of San Francisco’s Zero Waste programme, which has the 
goal of sending ‘nothing to landfill or incineration’ by 2020 (San Francisco 
Environment, n.d.). Similarly, the concept of ‘urban metabolism’ has recently 
gained renewed attention in urban studies and planning. The urban metabolism 
approach seeks to apply a more holistic approach to urban garbage management, 
taking into account ‘the sum total of the technical and socio- economic processes 
that occur in cities, resulting in growth, production of energy, and elimination of 
waste’ (C. Kennedy 2007).
 At the same time, due to elaborate recycling systems, specific types of 
garbage become potentially valuable commodities, whose collection and 
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processing is predominantly carried out in urban environments. In Junkyard 
Planet: Travels in the Billion- Dollar Trash Trade, for instance, Adam Minter 
(2013) shows how the trade of specific waste materials constitutes a highly elab-
orate and extremely globalized market. In this worldwide market, waste mater-
ials are traded for the extraction of valuable scrap metals. Crucial points to make 
in this context are that contemporary global production and trading are coord-
inated via a network of what Saskia Sassen has termed ‘global cities’ (Sassen 
1991), and that recycling has managerial urban nerve centres – such as the city 
of Shijiao, China, which processes around 20 million pounds of imported Christ-
mas tree lights per year for the extraction of copper. This copper is then resold to 
neighbouring wire, power cord, and smartphone factories (Minter 2013: 1–2). 
Specific cities and regions are thus implicated in what happens before and after 
consumption.
 Yet cities are more than just the main producers, managers, and marketplaces 
of waste materials. Garbage has also become prominent in urban social and art-
istic practices. Examples range from HA Schult’s haunting armies of ‘Trash 
People’ (Figures 1.1 and 1.2) placed in remote locations in nature, as well as on 
central squares of prominent European cities such as Brussels, Cologne, 
Moscow, and Rome, to London- based street artist Francisco de Pájaro’s ‘Art is 
Trash’ installations, made of urban detritus and assembled at different, seem-
ingly random city sites.
 Similarly, contemporary films, such as Lucy Walker’s feature documentary 
Waste Land (2010), increasingly turn to the topic of urban garbage. Waste Land 

Figure 1.1   ‘Roman People’, 2007, installation by HA Schult (photograph by T. Hoepker. 
Courtesy of the artist).
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documents artist Vik Muniz’s collaboration with catadores (pickers of recyc-
lable materials) at Jardim Gramacho, one of the world’s largest landfills near Rio 
de Janeiro. The documentary shows how Muniz and catadores assemble waste 
materials into artworks, which eventually get sold at a prestigious London- based 
auction house. Garbage is thus transformed into a commodity and circulates in 
the global art market. At the same time, Muniz’s intervention is presented not 
only as an artistic project but also as a transnational social project, raising ques-
tions about global inequality and environmental justice. In this respect, Waste 
Land belongs to a broader tendency in contemporary culture to associate garbage 
– in its diverse forms and articulations – with issues of global economics, pol-
itics, and what social geographer David Harvey has termed ‘uneven geographic 
development’ (Harvey 2006). As the global flow of garbage can serve both the 
accumulation of profits (as in the trading of garbage for the extraction of raw 
materials) and the redistribution of risks, questions about where, how, and for 
what purposes garbage ‘flows’ are critical.
 Beyond that, contemporary social and artistic engagements with garbage raise 
questions that evoke the Lefebvrian notion of a ‘right to the city’ – the demand 
for a ‘transformed and renewed right to urban life’ (Lefebvre 1996 [1968]: 159), 
to be realized in both practical and material ways. Garbage in this context 
becomes an allegory, whose characteristics stand for much broader problems and 
dynamics linked to globalization and its impact on urban development, such as 
the proliferation of urban slums, the acceleration of urban sprawl, the rise of 

Figure 1.2  ‘Arctic People’, 2011, installation by HA Schult (photograph by G. Battista. 
Courtesy of the artist).
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transnational urban migration, and the privatization of public urban space and 
housing.

Five discourses on garbage
Responding to these issues – as well as to the broader role that cities play in 
garbage production, trading, debate, and reflection – this book develops an inter-
disciplinary, comparative, and transnational perspective on the relationship 
between garbage, globalization, and contemporary cities. In particular, it focuses 
on how that relationship is articulated in global media and urban culture. In so 
doing, the book engages and problematizes five critical discourses on garbage 
that tend to dominate existing scholarship.
 The first of these comes from the urban planning and environmental studies 
perspective, which assesses environmental, social, and economic risks resulting 
from garbage proliferation, as well as the various possibilities of urban garbage 
management. A particular challenge that this perspective deals with is evaluating 
the global ecological impacts of garbage proliferation, while at the same time 
seeking to offer locally applicable solutions to garbage processing and reduction. 
Moreover, research on the environmental impacts of global garbage is con-
fronted with the challenge of processing an extensive amount of largely unstruc-
tured data. As Zsuzsa Gille notes, ‘there are no statistics on overall waste 
volumes. Instead, data are published on seemingly distinct categories, such as 
municipal waste, manufacturing waste’ (Gille 2007: 15). International waste 
classification systems similarly vary and continuously change, which, according 
to Gille, ‘also has to do something with the fact that the complexity of materials 
we produce intentionally or unintentionally increases faster than the capability of 
our classificatory systems’ (Gille 2007: 17).
 The second perspective on garbage and cities may be described as socio- 
anthropological. It analyses the socio- material practices as well as the attitudes 
that people – in particular urban inhabitants – develop in relation to different 
forms and sites of garbage. Socio- anthropological accounts of garbage practices 
and attitudes frequently work in the tradition of anthropologist Mary Douglas, 
whose assertion that dirt is ‘matter out of place’ – ‘the by- product of a system-
atic ordering and classification of matter’ (Douglas 2002 [1966]: 44) – inspires a 
critical reflection on garbage as the product of cultural systems of structuring 
and signification. Another focus of this perspective is on the socio- cultural 
environments of garbage creation and processing. Much research has been 
devoted, for instance, to the practice of garbage picking, stretching from scav-
enging as a subsistence strategy to dumpster diving as an activist means of con-
sumer critique and subversion. Finally, the socio- anthropological study of 
garbage also comprises research on the role of cultural values, symbols, and 
education in relation to wasting and recycling in everyday life.
 The third dominant perspective in contemporary scholarship on garbage 
analyses artists’ use of waste material in works of assemblage and bricolage, 
as well as authors’ and filmmakers’ various engagements – both literal and 
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symbolic – with trash. Crucial to such studies are the shifting cultural meanings 
that waste materials can acquire due to different artistic practices and art- 
historical paradigms. Gillian Whiteley has argued that ‘with “the nomadic gath-
ering of precarious materials and products” using “recycling (a method) and 
chaotic arrangement (an aesthetic)”, the rag- picker and the bricoleur . . . present 
powerful models for recent and current artistic practice’ (Whiteley 2011: 8). The 
practice of garbage assemblage thus offers methods and aesthetics for con-
temporary artistic experimentation that have the potential to combine, restage, 
blur, or destabilize established cultural values and meanings.
 In this way, artistic engagements with waste connect to a fourth perspective 
on garbage: the philosophical perspective. This fourth perspective engages the 
concept of garbage in relation to culture and ideology, including questions of 
metaphysics. The philosophical perspective both extends and problematizes the 
notion of garbage as ‘matter out of place’ by asking what qualifies garbage 
beyond the negative definition that it eludes established systems of classification 
and value. Beyond that, metaphysical questionings of garbage often prompt a 
critical questioning of the economic, symbolic, and epistemological systems that 
produce garbage in its various forms – such as trash, rubbish, residue, etc. Treat-
ing garbage as a lens through which Western culture and modernity are exam-
ined, John Scanlan argues that garbage ‘utterances refer to the excrement of 
meaning itself. For example, it is when something means nothing to you that it 
becomes “filth,” “shit,” “rubbish,” “garbage,” and so on’ (Scanlan 2005: 10). As 
the italicization of the words ‘to you’ indicates, the designation of something as 
garbage thus also reveals semiotic and epistemological limits of the designating 
subject. Moreover, what Scanlan’s focus on meaning (‘means nothing to you’) 
shows is that garbage may extend the sphere of material objects by referring to 
immaterial entities such as knowledge, language, and symbolism.
 It is also in response to this last inflection that urban studies and geography 
have recently developed a fifth perspective on what may provisionally be termed 
‘spatial garbage’. Spatial garbage can be associated with terms such as ‘bad-
lands’, ‘blank spaces’, ‘derelict areas’, ‘No Man’s Land’, ‘spaces of indetermi-
nacy’, ‘terrain vague’, ‘urban deserts’, ‘vacant land’, ‘wasteland’, and the list 
goes on. Critiquing contemporary discourses of urban planning, politics, and 
architecture concerned with these types of spaces, Gil M. Doron (2007a) has 
argued that these spaces are often integrated in some system of informal usage 
and valorization. Yet, in spite of the practical use of these spaces in everyday 
life, hegemonic discourses tend to devalue them.
 It is partly in response to this dynamic that some branches of urban studies, as 
well as contemporary visual culture, have shown renewed interest in urban ruins. 
Caitlin DeSilvey and Tim Edensor, for example, have called attention to the way 
that ‘we seem to be in the midst of a contemporary Ruinenlust [ruin obsession], 
which carries strange echoes of earlier obsessions with ruination and decay’ 
(2013: 1). This Ruinenlust shifts between the celebration/romanticization of 
ruins as spaces of experimentation, subversion, and/or embodied spatial prac-
tices on the one hand, and dystopian portrayals of ruins as manifestations of 
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crisis, decline, and destruction on the other. Yet, as DeSilvey and Edensor (2013: 
15) conclude, ‘the contemporary hunger for ruins transcends a simple romantic/
dystopic dichotomy, and speaks also to urgent desires to experience and con-
ceive of space otherwise’. Both in urban theory and in the cultural imagination, 
‘spatial garbage’ is thus treated ambiguously. This ambiguity is further compli-
cated by the ways in which the notion of garbage is not only associated with 
spaces of ruination and abandonment, but also with the excesses of urban con-
struction and development – such as the excesses of postmodern urbanism that 
architect Rem Koolhaas has conceptualized as ‘junkspace’ (Koolhaas 2002).
 Of course, these various perspectives on garbage and cities overlap and 
inform each other. Yet they are also marked by considerable disconnections and 
paradoxes, which merit a more nuanced, interdisciplinary consideration. In Junk: 
Art and the Politics of Trash (2011), for example, Whiteley notes that, ‘para-
doxically, whilst the social outcasts and destitute children of India process lethal 
cyberjunk, in other parts of the world it is fashionable to work with trash’ 
(Whiteley 2011: 6). In order to examine this paradox, it is important to go 
beyond its moral scolding (over Western escapism and a lack of global thinking) 
to develop a strong interdisciplinary critique of the various yet interconnected 
forms and meanings that garbage takes on in different global contexts.
 In principle, this demand echoes Gille’s observation that:

Scholars studying waste in one form or another have been speaking at cross-
 purposes because they operate with different implicit definitions of waste. 
Especially unfortunate has been economists’ assumption that waste is 
merely an attribute of efficiency, but public discourse has also been ham-
pered by an environmentalist impulse to reduce the problem of waste to a 
problem of pollution.

(Gille 2007: 14)

Gille’s argument holds that cross- disciplinary perspectives can enrich the study 
of global garbage and help develop more productive approaches to dealing with 
garbage in its differentiated forms and localities. In this book, we seek to make a 
contribution to such a project by exploring how garbage is used, conceptualized, 
and imagined in relation to different urban contexts and cultures around the 
globe. To that end, in the next section we will take the concepts of ‘global 
garbage’ and ‘urban imaginaries’ as starting points for critical reflection, tracing 
how the chapters in this volume engage different aspects of the interrelation of 
globalization, garbage, and the urban environment.

Global garbage, urban imaginaries
In the tradition of Henri Lefebvre’s (2009 [1974]) theory of the social produc-
tion of space, critical urban studies have developed the concept of urban imagi-
nary to refer to symbolic, cognitive, and discursive constructions of urban space 
and living. The idea is that such constructions determine not only the ways in 
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which cities are conceived in, and structured through, urban planning and archi-
tecture, but also the ways in which people relate to, engage with, behave in, and 
interpret cities. Urban imaginaries are, for instance, constructed by means of art-
istic practice – such as literature, film, photography, and other forms of visual/
textual culture – but also through everyday practices of language, communica-
tion, and street culture, as well as through top- down practices of urban design, 
development, policy, and place- making.
 Crucially, the ways in which cities deal with garbage also contributes to the 
formation of urban imaginaries. The city of Guiyu in Southern China, for 
instance, has received much critical attention internationally because of its func-
tion as a global centre of electronic waste processing, and because of the dra-
matic health risks to which workers in Guiyu are exposed. Guiyu forms an 
extreme example, in that its global image is almost inseparable from its role in 
the global processing of e- waste.
 Naples is another example of a city whose portrayal in the global news media 
often revolves around garbage and the alleged failures of urban waste manage-
ment. Yet, as Nick Dines shows in ‘Writing rubbish about Naples’ (Chapter 8), 
which analyses the mediatization of Naples’ urban refuse crisis in 2007, this 
image is often misconstrued, foreclosing a systemic political understanding of 
the city and its garbage problems. Central to Dines’ argument is the insight that 
the way the city’s problems are perceived and handled is shaped not only by its 
extended history of garbage crises, but also by its exceptionalist image as an 
‘extraordinary city’.
 The role of city- specific local conditions in the politics of garbage is also the 
topic of Anne Berg’s chapter on ‘Waste streams and garbage publics in Los 
Angeles and Detroit’ (Chapter 6). Comparing the garbage crises that hit 
Los Angeles and Detroit in the 1980s, Berg shows how the urban transformation 
of garbage processing practices and technologies is not just the result of global 
patterns but also reproduces local histories of public debate, citizenship, and 
social- racial inequality. Garbage, Berg argues, reproduces the systems that 
generate it.
 From this analytical perspective, a first interdisciplinary conceptualization of 
global garbage takes shape. If garbage reflects societal structures and politics, it 
may be treated as a form of artefact – an artefact of globalization – reflecting and 
embodying the various forms of commodity use, exchange, consumption, and 
disposal that operate at global and local levels. A similar approach to garbage is 
taken in William Rathje and Cullen Murphy’s Rubbish! An Archeology of 
Garbage (2001), which analyses garbage as a form of ‘archaeology of the 
present’, revealing global society’s demographics and buying habits.
 At the heart of this approach are two seemingly obvious yet noteworthy ideas. 
The first is that archaeological artefacts start out as garbage:

An appreciation of the accomplishments of the first hominids became pos-
sible only after they began making stone tools, the debris from the produc-
tion of which, along with the discarded tools themselves, are now probed 
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for their secrets with electron microscopes and displayed in museums not as 
garbage but as ‘artifacts’.

(Rathje and Murphy 2001: 11)

The second key point is that if ‘our garbage, in the eyes of the future, is destined 
to hold a key to the past, then surely it already holds a key to the present’ (Rathje 
and Murphy 2001: 11). What is interesting about this second argument is that, if 
garbage can be considered an artefact waiting for an anticipated future archae-
ology, the study of ‘garbage artefacts’ could facilitate a somewhat distancing 
perspective on our present civilization. Garbage could thus be used as a means 
of defamiliarization – making familiar objects and practices newly strange – and 
would in this way allow for new, potentially innovative theorizations of taken- 
for-granted socio- cultural dynamics of the present.
 The place of garbage in cultural theory and critique is also the subject of 
Geoffrey Kantaris’ analysis of the films Waste Land (dir. Walker 2010) and 
Estamira (dir. Prado 2004) in his chapter ‘Waste not, want not: Garbage and the 
philosopher of the dump’ (Chapter 4). Yet, instead of applying an exclusively 
archaeological approach, the chapter follows waste picker Estamira, the prot-
agonist of the homonymous film, who develops a philosophy of life based on the 
‘commodity stripped of its aura’ – garbage. In so doing, as Kantaris elaborates, 
Estamira takes viewers into the space of the dump, thus subverting the distanced 
relations of vision that are dominant in contemporary portrayals of global 
garbage. Kantaris’ analysis reveals the metaphysical potential of garbage, sug-
gesting new insights into the enduring, complex nature of the commodity form 
and capitalist cultures of abstraction.
 In this respect, Kantaris’ chapter relates to another conceptualization of 
garbage that can be applied in interdisciplinary ways: garbage as commodity 
and/or the commodity’s counterpart. As Kirsten Seale shows in her chapter, ‘The 
paradox of waste: Rio de Janeiro’s Praça XV Flea Market’ (Chapter 5), waste is 
not merely the residue but in fact the material that sustains the commodity form. 
Beyond that, she argues, the question of whether waste remains residue or under-
goes recommodification depends not only on the waste material itself but also on 
the aesthetic and symbolic orders into which that material is integrated, as in the 
case of Rio de Janeiro’s Praça XV Flea Market.
 An analysis of the visual orders of garbage’s ‘recommodification’ is the 
subject of Anneke Coppoolse’s chapter ‘Under the spectacle: Viewing trash in 
the streets of Central, Hong Kong’ (Chapter 10), which uses visual ethnography 
to explore Hong Kong’s street culture of garbage picking. Following urban trash 
collector/merchant Shandong Lou, Coppoolse studies ‘visual events’ of collect-
ing and organizing waste and its relation to the larger ‘spectacle of flows’ that 
characterizes Hong Kong as a global city.
 The conceptualization of garbage as something integral to global systems of 
commodity production, valorization, and exchange also yields important insights 
into the ways in which contemporary cities are managed in the context urban 
branding and redevelopment practices. Exploring conflicting discourses that 
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surround the former docklands of Pomona Island in Manchester, Brian Rosa 
shows in the chapter ‘Waste and value in urban transformation: Reflections on a 
post- industrial “wasteland” in Manchester’ (Chapter 12) how urban space is stra-
tegically devalorized as ‘wasteland’ to justify economically motivated real estate 
developments. Interestingly, this process ignores or downplays the various 
social, cultural, and ecological values that may actually be embedded in a space 
labelled ‘wasteland’. Rosa therefore argues that the term wasteland obscures as 
much as it reveals, and that the value of urban space needs to be reconceptual-
ized in ways that operate beyond the logic of capital accumulation.
 One conclusion that can be drawn from this argument is that the conceptuali-
zation of garbage as commodity can provide a productive vantage point to ques-
tion established value systems. However, it is important to note that, as Niall 
Martin argues in the chapter ‘On Beckton Alp: Iain Sinclair, garbage, and 
“obscenery” ’ (Chapter 13), the treatment of garbage as something that offers a 
somewhat privileged epistemological and aesthetic perspective on the world 
draws on a tradition in European modernism extending from the work of artists 
and thinkers like Walter Benjamin, T.S. Eliot, and Marcel Duchamp.
 In this context, two narratives are dominant: the narrative of garbage as rela-
tional (as an entity relative to something within a given socio- symbolic system) 
and the narrative of garbage as revenant (as refuse that refuses to be disposed of ). 
Contrasting these two narratives, Martin analyses the portrayal of the slag heap at 
London’s former Beckton Gas Works – Beckton Alp – in the work of British 
writer and filmmaker Iain Sinclair. Critically reflecting on Sinclair’s Beckton Alp 
in relation to globalization and postcolonial memory culture, Martin argues that 
Beckton embodies a type of waste that refuses to be placed and, in so doing, also 
refuses to work for the production of subject/object distinctions. Accordingly, 
garbage acts as a figure of radical indeterminacy – a figure that may hold the 
power to destabilize hegemonic orders in fundamental ways.
 Yet, this does not imply that figures of garbage always operate in anti- 
hegemonic ways. In the chapter ‘Dirty familiars: Colonial encounters in African 
cities’ (Chapter 3), Stephanie Newell shows that, in late- nineteenth and early 
twentieth- century African cities, the designation of African natives as ‘dirty’ 
served to impose colonial regimes of urban sanitation and racial segregation. 
Analysing journals by imperial- era travellers and traders, Newell identifies how 
the rhetoric of dirt establishes discourses of distinction that underpin colonial 
power relations. Putting a new twist on Mary Douglas’ argument that dirt is 
‘matter out of place’, Newell suggests that, in this particular context, dirt ‘puts 
matter firmly into place’. In the process, Newell’s analysis identifies a tendency 
rooted in colonialism to justify anti- cosmopolitanism via urban imaginaries of 
dirt. As the chapter further demonstrates, this tendency continues to inform con-
temporary public discourses about migration and mobility between global cities 
– such as, for instance, in the media coverage of the 2014/2015 Ebola virus out-
break within and beyond West African cities. Newell’s analysis is particularly 
relevant to the conceptualization of garbage because it illustrates how urban 
imaginaries of garbage can act as tools of ideology.
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 Approaching garbage from the perspective of ethics in addition to ideology, 
Guy Hawkins notes in The Ethics of Waste: How We Relate to Rubbish, waste 
‘doesn’t just threaten the self in the horror of abjection, it also constitutes the 
self in the habits and embodied practices through which we decide what is con-
nected to us and what isn’t’ (Hawkins 2006: 4). Garbage as an ethic is mediated 
here via the body, through habits and disciplines. These physical practices are 
subject to continuous transformations, which are informed by much broader 
ideas about globalization, economic productivity, environmental responsibility, 
and more. According to Hawkins, this correlation is due to contemporary envi-
ronmentalism’s slogan ‘think globally, act locally’. Thus, everyday practices of 
‘choosing a paper bag rather than a plastic one, composting, recycling, all indi-
cate important shifts in our relationship to waste matter, how we manage it, and 
how guilty or righteous it can make us feel’ (Hawkins 2006: 5).
 Cities form central platforms and testing grounds where such ethico- ideological 
relationships between garbage and globalization are debated and negotiated. In her 
chapter ‘Dirt poor/filthy rich: Urban garbage from Radiant City to abstention’ 
(Chapter 9), Pauline Goul demonstrates how garbage ideologies – assumptions 
about the best systems of garbage production, avoidance, and discharge – become 
deeply implicated in modern urban thinking, planning, design, and practice. 
Moving from Le Corbusier’s Radiant City, to contemporary domestic zero waste 
initiatives, and to the depiction of everyday garbage practices in contemporary film 
and documentary, Goul critically analyses the language, concepts, and aesthetics 
of garbage involved in these different visions of modern living. In particular, she 
reveals a historical tendency to associate garbage with fierce social stigma, and to 
tackle it with increasingly extreme efforts at eradication.
 Goul’s chapter addresses the ways in which modern visions of garbage are 
often connected to ideologies about ecological well- being. Such ideologies, she 
points out, fail to register the systematic socio- economic imbalances in which 
today’s global garbage production is implicated. In order to achieve a truly sus-
tainable social order of production, exchange, and wasting, those imbalances 
would have to be tackled either before or simultaneously with the realization of 
eco- friendly waste systems.
 Touching on this argument, philosopher Slavoj Žižek argues in the documen-
tary Examined Life (2008, dir. Astra Taylor) that ‘the way we approach ecolo-
gical problematic is maybe the crucial field of ideology today’. Standing in front 
of a large pile of garbage, Žižek describes the efforts of contemporary societies 
to erase garbage as an ideological operation, geared towards the re- establishment 
of some illusory state of purity and natural order. In part due to the efficient 
removal of garbage from sight – which causes waste matter to disappear from 
everyday life – people disavow ecological problems.
 According to Žižek, people rationally know about the various ecological dis-
asters of our time – from global garbage to global warming. Yet, because of the 
relative invisibility of such disasters, they cannot imagine ecological catastrophes 
and thus remain reluctant to change behaviour. ‘What we should do to confront 
properly the threat of ecological catastrophe’, Žižek therefore concludes,
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is not all this new age stuff to break out of this technological manipulative 
world and to found our roots in nature but, on the contrary, to cut off even 
more these roots in nature. . . . We should become more artificial

(Žižek in Taylor 2008)

And, pointing at the garbage pile, Žižek adds ‘True ecologist loves all this’ [sic].
 In the film, it is not completely clear whether Žižek’s provocative suggestion 
to ‘love’ and live among garbage envisions a future in which large piles of 
garbage proliferate without being considered a problem anymore, or if the 
engagement with garbage is meant to incite profound societal change – change 
that does not only concern global eco- ethics, but global political economy as 
well. Yet, what becomes clear from Žižek’s comments is that garbage also needs 
to be analysed as a subject of aesthetics.
 To address the aesthetic dimension of garbage, it is helpful to turn to a notion 
of aesthetics that encompasses the very orders of sensing and making sense of 
reality. It is a notion of aesthetics best understood in Jacques Rancière’s terms as 
the ‘distribution of the sensible’ (Rancière 2004: 7). Understood this way, aes-
thetics describes the ways in which perception and thought are structured 
through politics, and it can be used productively to question how urban imagi-
naries of garbage serve or subvert power regimes.
 This line of thinking is developed further in Maite Zubiaurre’s chapter ‘Trash-
topia: Global garbage/art in Francisco de Pájaro and Daniel Canogar’ (Chapter 
2), in which she discusses how waste is aestheticized in the work of street painter 
Francisco de Pájaro and media artist Daniel Canogar. Comparing and contextu-
alizing these works in relation to the artists HA Schult, Chris Jordan, Vic Muniz, 
and Mierle Laderman Ukeles, as well as the installations ‘My Dog Sighs’, 
‘Filthy Luker’, and the Trashcam Project, Zubiaurre examines how con-
temporary art complicates the common association between garbage and urban/
global dystopia. The chapter shows the diverse ways in which contemporary art 
uses garbage as both subject and material of aesthetic practice. Depending on 
how garbage is materially processed, placed, and made visible, contemporary 
artworks bring into focus different stages and dimensions of garbage’s travel 
from individual waste products of intimate scale to a dystopian mass phenom-
enon of global scope. However, Zubiaurre concludes that, despite their diversity, 
garbage artworks generally share an inclination to mix utopian elements into 
their dystopian aesthetics and commentary.
 In his chapter ‘Leftover space, invisibility, and everyday life: Rooftops in 
Iran’ (Chapter 7), Pedram Dibazar shifts the focus from visibility to invisibility 
while still retaining an emphasis on aesthetics. Through his analysis of rooftops 
in Iranian cities, he theorizes invisibility and visual ambiguity as a key aesthetic 
quality of leftover spaces. The chapter shows that, although these rooftops may 
be considered ‘wasted’ leftover spaces in terms of urban planning and economic 
value, it is precisely because of their ambiguous status and lack of visibility that 
they can be appropriated for political protest and contestation. Dibazar analyses 
the illicit practice of installing satellite dishes on rooftops, as well as nocturnal 
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shouting from rooftops, as forms of political protest. Close reading the temporal 
and aesthetic logics that are employed in such tactics of rooftop appropriation, 
he reveals the everyday politics that reside in the indeterminacy of leftover 
space.
 A different case study of supposedly ‘wasted’ architectural space – that of the 
ruin – is examined in Judith Naeff ’s chapter ‘Disposable architecture – reinter-
preting ruins in the age of globalization: the case of Beirut’ (Chapter 14). The 
chapter expands and problematizes approaches that focus on the material, affec-
tive, and aesthetic qualities of ruins by additionally considering the politics of 
past and present that shape the form, cultural meaning, and future of con-
temporary ruin spaces. Focusing on contemporary Beirut, where civil- war ruins 
persist amidst fast- paced urban development financed by global capital, the 
chapter develops the concept of ‘disposability’ to read Beirut’s ruins as spaces 
that resonate with the precarization of life in the era of globalization. Because 
Beirut’s ruins stand for a permanent state of exposure to violence and potential 
erasure, Naeff argues that it is important to regard their disposability as an endur-
ing condition rather than a temporal or historical anomaly.
 Implicit in Naeff ’s analysis is an understanding of ruins as a type of spatial 
garbage whose form and meaning are shaped by past and present events, appro-
priations, and power structures at local and global scales. Naeff therefore also 
conceptualizes the ruin as a space that has several layers of meaning. From this, 
an additional way of conceptualizing garbage emerges: garbage as a palimpsest 
– a layered artefact whose form, meaning, and representation are subject to a 
multiplicity of interventions and interpretations.
 In urban and globalization studies, the concept of palimpsest has gained much 
attention, partly due to Andreas Huyssen’s Present Pasts: Urban Palimpsests 
and the Politics of Memory (2003), which describes how contemporary urban 
imaginaries are marked by the increasing re- evocation of the past through 
memory culture. Accordingly, today’s focus on memory stands in contrast to 
nineteenth- century urbanism, in which the past mainly served to substantiate a 
future- oriented narrative of historical progress and modernization. Huyssen iden-
tifies several problems connected to this tendency, notably the paradox that 
‘memory discourses themselves partake in the detemporalizing processes that 
characterize a culture of consumption and obsolescence’ – ‘especially when the 
imagined past is sucked up into the timeless present of the all- pervasive virtual 
space of consumer culture’ (Huyssen 2003: 10).
 In the chapter ‘Geospatial detritus: Mapping urban abandonment’ (Chapter 
11), Joshua Synenko shows how abandoned city sites are made accessible to 
global memory culture through the imaging technologies of geospatial mapping 
and virtual tourism. The chapter examines two case studies. The first is Michael 
Heizer’s City, an enormous sculpture in the Nevada desert that – against the art-
ist’s wishes – has been made visible to the public via Google Earth’s satellite 
images. The second case study is Gunkanjima Island in South Japan, a former 
industrial coal mining site that – following its appearance in the James Bond 
film Skyfall (Mendes 2012), and with the aid of Google Street View – has been 
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transformed into a popular site of virtual mapping, tourism, and imagination. 
Synenko’s analysis expands existing reflections on the contemporary obsession 
with urban ruins by accounting for both the risks and potentials that are con-
nected to the highly individualized practice of experiencing urban abandonment 
virtually. The chapter further engages with the concept of garbage as palimpsest 
by taking into account the conditions and technologies of imagination that shape 
the ways in which ‘spatial garbage’ can act as a cultural memory.

Waste, excess, and abandonment
As we have outlined above, this book examines global garbage from a range of 
disciplinary perspectives and across different cultural and geographic contexts 
spanning Beirut, Detroit, Hong Kong, London, Los Angeles, Manchester, 
Naples, Paris, Rio de Janeiro, and Tehran. To organize the chapters in a way that 
not only reflects the book’s intellectual and geographic diversity, but also identi-
fies resonances and interactions between chapters, we have organized the book 
into three interrelating, thematized parts: waste, excess, and abandonment.
 Part I – Waste – focuses on the literal and material dimensions of garbage, 
examining how social and power relations in the city are shaped by various 
forms of waste, becoming either contested or reaffirmed through both formal and 
informal everyday practices. The essays in this part analyse everyday dynamics 
of garbage collection, circulation, and dispute, identifying both complicity with, 
and resistance to, globalization and its impact on urban governance and urban 
development. Part II – Excess – explores urban manifestations and imaginaries 
of leftovers, disarray, accumulation, and (creative) destruction. Investigating 
both the spatio- temporal and symbolic characteristics of excess, the essays in 
this part show how garbage is implicated in contemporary global systems of 
overproduction, supermobility, and hypermediation. In addition, the essays 
reveal how the topic of garbage can spill into seemingly unrelated public debates 
and political conflicts, such as those surrounding gentrification and post- 
industrial urban renewal. Part III – Abandonment – investigates sites and imagi-
naries of urban emptiness and dereliction such as ruins and disused 
infrastructures. Contrary to conceptualizations that view abandonment as a state 
of stagnancy or deadlock, however, the essays in this part retrace how, by gener-
ating social, symbolic, and affective ‘afterlives’ (in particular through nostalgia) 
such sites of abandonment become appropriated into urban everyday life and 
global systems of value creation.
 Working within and across the broad themes of waste, excess, and abandon-
ment, this book sets out to show the many, sometimes surprising, and frequently 
alarming ways in which garbage is implicated in contemporary social, political, 
and artistic debates about globalization and the urban environment. Understand-
ing garbage, we therefore argue, offers a way into understanding a number of 
urgent global issues, ranging from human health, social justice, and environ-
mental risk, to uneven geographic development, neo- liberal capitalism, postcolo-
nial politics, and transnational governance.
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